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Abstract 
Truthiness is used to describe a person’s instinctive and rapid judgment about the truth of a 
claim, with no regard to logic or fact. Recent research has shown that a photo can influence a 
person to believe a claim is true, even if the photo used is non-probative. This effect is 
hypothesized to occur because photographs make claims easier to process while also enabling 
one to retrieve related thoughts and images to mind, which can then be mistaken for familiarity 
and truth (Newman, Garry, Bernstein, Kantner, & Lindsay, 2012). Cognitive load and response 
time manipulation were factors that had not been investigated in the truthiness literature. The 
present study examined the effect photos have on truth ratings in relation to high cognitive load, 
fixed-time response, and the inclination to be an intuitive thinker. Results demonstrated that high 
cognitive load and fixed-time conditions do not increase truth ratings. However, participants did 
display the truthiness effect when they were asked to judge true claims paired with photos in a 
condition that did not contain a high cognitive load or fixed-time task manipulation. This effect 
was also apparent in participants who showed a predisposition for intuitive thinking. 
Keywords: truthiness, truth bias, truth judgments, fluency, cognitive load, response time 
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Introduction 
 
When drawing conclusions about the credibility of information, individuals often employ 
a combination of strategies to form judgments.  Two such strategies, rational thinking and 
intuition, often work in conjunction with one another to form an analysis of a particular concept 
(Evans & Stanovich, 2013). Some research has suggested that the latter of those two strategies 
can bring about a truthiness effect, which has been used to describe a person’s instinctive and 
immediate judgment concerning the truth of a statement, with no regard to logic or fact 
(Newman, Garry, Bernstein, Kanter & Lindsey, 2012).  Truthiness can be conceptualized as a 
“gut instinct” or a feeling-based judgment regarding the accuracy of the claim, as opposed to 
using analytical or critical thinking.   
 Recent research has shown that a photo can influence a person to believe a claim is true, 
even if the photo used is non-probative (Newman et al., 2012; Newman, Unkelbach, Lindsay, & 
Nash, 2015).  A non-probative photo is a photo that is related to the claim yet brings no direct 
evidence to the truth of that claim.  For example, participants are more likely to believe the 
claim: “The liquid inside a thermometer is magnesium” is true if it is paired with a photo of a 
thermometer than if the claim is shown by itself (Newman et al., 2012; Fenn, Newman, Pezdek, 
& Garry, 2013; Newman et al., 2015).  The photo of a thermometer is non-probative because it 
provides no evidence as to the exact liquid used in the thermometer (Newman et al., 2015).  
Nonprobative photos impact perceptions of truth, a finding which has recently been used as a 
strategy to increase truth judgments towards claims.  
In the first study that investigated truthiness, participants were shown a list of familiar 
and unfamiliar celebrities, half of whom were alive (Newman et al., 2012).  Names were either 
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accompanied with a photo of the celebrity or were presented without a photo.  Half the 
participants were asked to quickly respond “true” or “false” to the claim: “This person is dead” 
while the other half responded to the claim: “This person is alive.” Truth biases (c) were 
calculated with Signal Detection Theory (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999), which is used to measure 
the way decisions are made when under conditions of uncertainty.  In truthiness studies, the 
criterion (c) is the bias to say “true” to claims.  The bias to say true to claims paired with photos 
is compared to bias to say true to claims absent of photos.  Newman et al. (2012) results 
indicated that participants were more biased to say that the claim was true if a photo was 
presented with the name than if the photo was absent.  Moreover, photos increased truth 
judgments for both “This person is alive” claims and “This person is dead” claims, illustrating 
that photos bring about a “truthiness effect” for both types of claims, and not just an “aliveness 
effect” or a “deadness effect”.   This effect was larger for unfamiliar names than for familiar 
names, suggesting that photos may have a greater impact on truth judgments when faced with an 
unknown claim.  In a second experiment, verbal descriptions (e.g. ethnicity, sex, hair color, 
career related nouns) of the celebrities were introduced.  Verbal descriptions increased truth 
judgments towards claims, which indicates that the truthiness effect is not solely reliant on 
photographs (Newman et al., 2012).   
The truthiness effect can be generalized amongst different types of claims and has also 
been found to have lasting effects on memory. (Newman et al., 2012, Fenn et al.,2013).  In one 
experiment which investigated the generality of the truthiness effect, participants were asked to 
judge several trivia claims (e.g. turtles are deaf).  Half of the claims presented were true, while 
the other half were false.  Difficulty of claims was also manipulated.  Half the claims presented 
were easy (answered accurately 80%-100% of the time), whereas the other half were difficult 
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(answered accurately 40%-60% of the time).  All claims either appeared with a nonprobative 
photo (e.g. a turtle) or were presented without one.  In alignment with the previous experiment, 
participants believed claims paired with photos to be true, more so than claims presented without 
photos.  A follow up analysis revealed that the effect was larger for difficult claims than for easy 
claims.  Both sets of findings suggest that the presence of nonprobative photos can affect 
people’s judgments towards many different types of true and false claims and is most 
pronounced when claims are not well known.  Furthermore, this truthiness effect has been found 
to “stick” over time (Fenn et al., 2013).  Specifically, participants had a standard photo/no-photo 
truth judgment task involving 32 trivia claims and then came back 48 hours later to make 
judgments on the same trivia claims, however no photos were presented during the second 
session.  Seeing claims a second-time increased overall truth rating, a result which corresponds 
with previous research that shows repeated statements can increase truth judgments (Bacon, 
1979).  Additionally, truth bias (bias to say “true” to claims) was higher for claims that were 
previously paired with photos than for claims that were previously absent photos, providing 
evidence that brief interactions with nonprobative pictures may have lasting effects on memory.   
The truthiness effect is hypothesized to be driven by one of two heuristics; confirmation 
bias and fluency (Newman et al., 2012). Heuristics are mental shortcuts used to relieve cognitive 
load and speed up cognitive processing when making decisions or coming to satisfactory 
solutions. Heuristics are thought to be a quick and intuitive forms of reasoning, which are often 
utilized under conditions of uncertainty (Tversky & Kahneman, 2005). Borrowing from 
confirmation bias, one hypothesis suggests that people search the photo looking for evidence that 
confirms their belief that the claim is true.  This heuristic has been theorized to occur in order to 
free up cognitive availability because falsifying a claim takes more energy than confirming a 
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claim (Nickerson, 1998).  Confirmation bias, in general, decreases when individuals are asked to 
provide reasoning against their initial belief, indicating that individuals automatically search for 
consistent evidence over inconsistent evidence (Kunda, 1990).   
The second hypothesis suggests that fluency might be the main contributor behind the 
truthiness effect.  Fluency is the ease with which information is perceived, processed, and 
retrieved (Jacoby & Whitehouse, 1989).  Photos may increase fluency since it provides 
semantically related context to the claim.  This context can increase the ease of processing of the 
claim.  Photos can also enable one to retrieve many related thoughts and images to mind.  These 
related thoughts and images might be mistaken for familiarity, which could influence a 
participant to believe a claim is true, rather than false (Begg, Anas, & Farinacci, 1992; 
Whittlesea, Jacoby, & Girard, 1990).  Photos are not the only stimuli that can increase fluency.  
In fact, a large body of research has focused on the manipulation of different stimuli in order to 
increase ease of processing and bring about a feeling of truth in participants.  For example, 
repeated statements are presumed to be truer in comparison to statements that are only presented 
once (Hasher, Goldstein, & Toppino, 1977), and statements presented in high color contrast are 
rated true more than those presented in low color contrasts (Reber & Schwarz, 1999).  Newman 
(2014) found that when claims were paired with names, truthiness increased for names that were 
easier to pronounce than for names that were harder to pronounce.  Furthermore, nonprobative 
information that makes future events easier to picture can influence participants to believe that 
the event is more likely to occur (Newman et al., 2016).  People are more likely to believe they 
will contract a disease when symptoms were easier to imagine (e.g. headaches, low energy) than 
when they were harder to imagine (e.g. inflamed liver, malfunctioning nervous system) 
(Sherman, Cialdini, Schwartzman, & Reynolds, 1985).  These studies add to a growing body of 
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research which shows that accompanied information that increases the ease of processing can 
bias an individual towards believing a claim or statement is true.    
Ease of processing has also been found to be associated with positive emotional affect.  
In a study conducted by Winkielman & Cacioppo (2001), participants viewed pictures of 
everyday objects while also being evaluated with facial electromyography (EMG) software.  At 
the same time, participants were asked to self-report their emotions to each stimulus.  The 
cognitive processing of pictures was manipulated by presenting a contour prime that either 
matched or mismatched the photo.  Pictures that were easier to process elicited positive 
emotions, more so than pictures that were harder to process.  However, pictures that were harder 
to process did not influence self-reports or EMG results of negative emotion.   
Photos can also have an impact on claims involving positive outcomes.  In one study, 
participants were asked to judge claims that either made a positive or negative future prediction 
concerning the price of an item.  Half of the claims presented were paired with a nonprobative 
related photo.  For example, a picture of thyme paired with the positive claim, "This commodity 
is likely to increase in price," or with the negative claim, “This commodity is likely to decrease 
in price.”  Photo presence was manipulated within-subjects and claim outcome was manipulated 
between-subjects.  Truthiness effects were observed when pictures were presented with positive 
future outcomes.  However, no effect was found when pictures were presented with negative 
future outcomes (Newman, Azad, Lindsay, & Garry, 2016).  It is suggested that this effect 
occurred for the positive claims, more so than the negative claims, because feelings of ease are 
innately positive, thus claims that make people feel good will influence participants to predict the 
future through a positive lens.  Findings imply that feelings of ease selectively increased 
truthiness towards positive claims (Cardwell, Henkel, Garry, Newman, & Foster, 2016).   
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Additionally, if the photo presented promotes the learning of a new concept, participants 
are likely to evaluate related information in a positive light. In a study where participants 
evaluated several fictitious wines, people gave more positive ratings of wines when a photo that 
depicted a noun in the wine name was also presented (Cardwell, Newman, Garry, Mantonakis, & 
Beckett, 2017).  For example, the wine name “Yellow Rick” was paired with a photo of a 
haystack (hayrick is another word for haystack).  The photo of the haystack helped facilitate 
learning of the noun “Rick”.   The learning of new words and concepts is suggested to be 
inherently positive.  This positive feeling can become misattributed to the wine itself, therefore 
increasing positive ratings towards the wine. These findings are consistent with the fluency 
account that photos increase the ease of processing and mislead people into believing relevant 
claims that accompany them.   
Photos that help the ease of processing may prompt participants to believe a claim is true, 
especially when the facts are not available at the time of assessment (Newman et al., 2012).  In 
contrast, photos that decrease the ease of processing may prompt participants into believing a 
claim is false, thus bringing about a “falsiness” effect (Newman et al., 2015).  Taking this into 
account, disfluent photos may bias an individual into believing a claim is wrong.  One way to 
disrupt the ease of processing by using photos is to pair a tangential photo with a claim.  For 
example, the claim: “The liquid inside a thermometer is mercury” paired with a picture of a 
lizard should disrupt fluency, make the claim harder to process, and bring about a falsiness 
effect.  However, the context in which photos appear has an important role in determining the 
ease in which information is processed.  An item deemed “easy” or “hard” to process depends on 
the comparison between that item and the other items in the study.  
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  Newman and colleagues (2015) took context into consideration and manipulated the set-
up of the experimental design as a way to further understand truthiness and falsiness. In the first 
four studies, all participants saw three conditions of photos: related photo, unrelated photo, and 
no photo.  As expected, related photos increased truthiness more so than no photos.  However, 
unrelated photos did not produce falsiness.  Instead, they displayed a similar effect as the non-
photo trials.  The researchers suggested that because participants saw related photos, they 
developed an expectation that all photos should be semantically related to the claim.  
Consequently, any photos that are not semantically related to the claim are ignored.  Since 
viewing both related and unrelated photos in the same session discredited unrelated photos and 
did not produce falsiness, Newman et al. (2015) conducted a manipulation to see if falsiness 
would occur when participants only saw unrelated photos mixed with no photo in a session.  A 
mixed-design was administered in which photo presence was displayed within-subjects and 
relatedness was displayed between-subjects.  Related photos increased truthiness.  However, 
unlike the first few experiments, unrelated photos did promote falsiness towards the claims.  This 
finding fits with the disfluency account, showing that the unrelated photos disrupted cognitive 
processing and led participants into believing that the claim was false, but this effect only 
occurred when related photos were absent from the condition.  That is, the effect of unrelated 
photos depended on the experimental context in which they appeared.   
Lastly, Newman et al. (2015) conducted a single-factor (photo: related photo, unrelated 
photo, no photo) between-subject design, which eliminated the participant’s ability to make 
comparisons between photo relatedness conditions.  With no backdrop to judge whether a claim 
is more fluent or disfluent than other claims, it is not surprising that neither truthiness nor 
falsiness occurred.  This further builds the concept that pictures increase truthiness (or falsiness) 
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felt towards a claim because they are being compared to claims that are not paired with pictures.  
It is only when participants evaluate their processing experiences with photos against a 
benchmark of their experiences without photos, that truthiness or falsiness can occur.    
This finding may build an argument against the confirmation bias hypothesis, which 
should not necessarily require relative judgment.  If confirmation bias was utilized, then there 
should have been a truthiness effect when comparing participants who saw only related photos to 
participants who didn’t see any photos.  The photos should have facilitated a truth bias, 
regardless of context.  However, in the Newman et al. (2015) pilot study, a small number of 
participants provided think-aloud narratives while answering each claim.  In one instance, while 
judging the claim “Macadamia nuts are in the same evolutionary family as peaches” one 
participant looked at the picture of macadamia nuts and said, “I’m going to go with yes because 
they kind of look like peaches, so that would make sense.” This suggests that the participant 
trawled through the photo and looked for evidence to support the claim, which supports the 
confirmation bias argument.  It could be the case that truthiness is based on a combination of 
cognitive mechanisms, but based on the literature, it seems that fluency and context are more 
influential factors.   
The research consistently shows that increased ease of processing is related to higher 
ratings of truth, preference, and positive affect (Cardwell et al., 2017; Fenn et al., 2013; Newman 
et al., 2012; Newman et al., 2015; Newman et al., 2016; Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001). 
Heuristics, which are cognitive shortcuts used to form judgments and make decisions, are also 
used as a means to make cognitive processing more fluent, especially under circumstances of 
high cognitive load and restricted response time.  The aim of the current study is to examine if 
engaging participants in heuristic processing will also increase the effect photos have on truth 
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judgments.  In other words, the aim is to test whether manipulations that increase the use of 
heuristics can boost the truthiness effect.   
Pilot Study 
A pilot study was first conducted to ensure that the truthiness effect could be replicated 
before investigating ways to boost the effect. 40 undergraduate psychology students from Seton 
Hall University participated in a study involving trivia claims.  The experiment was designed as 
a 2 (photograph: yes, no) x 2 (trivia claim: true, false) within-subjects design.  The photographs 
presented depicted the grammatical subject of each claim, yet provided no evidence regarding 
the truth of the claim.  Proportions of times participants responded true to claims was calculated 
and then mean differences between photo and no photo conditions were calculated for both true 
and false claims (see Figure 1).  Photos had a minor effect on truth judgments.  Additionally, 
participants’ bias (c) to say the claim is true was calculated (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999).  Truth 
bias was slightly more negative for photos (c = -0.223) than no photos (c = -0.206), indicating 
that pairing a claim with a photo may have marginally influenced participants to respond that the 
claim was true (see Figure 2).  Previous research has found a similar truth bias for claims 
presented with photos (Newman et al., 2012). However, the effect size for the pilot study was not 
as robust as the effect size in Newman et al., (2012) study which was closer to c = -0.05.    
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Figure 1. Proportion “True” as a Function of Claim Truth and Photo Presence or Absence 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Truth Biases for Claims as a Function of Photo Presence or Absence  
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The Current Study 
The current research focused on achieving two main outcomes.  First, to replicate the 
finding that nonprobative photos promote a truthiness effect when judging trivia claims.  Second, 
to discover if engaging in enhanced heuristic processing will boost this effect.  Most truthiness 
studies have only looked for the presence or absence of the truthiness effect.  Few have 
investigated specific factors that might increase this effect.  The current research explored 
different ways to enhance the effect photos have on truth biases, therefore furthering our 
understanding and adding to the growing body of research involving the truthiness effect.     
Investigating How Cognitive Load And A Fixed Time Influences Truthiness 
In attempt to increase the truthiness effect, the current study investigated two factors that 
have been previously implemented to increase heuristic use. Two separate manipulations were 
conducted in which participants ether engaged in a cognitive load task or a fixed response task.  
Cognitive Load 
Heuristics are used as a way to free up cognitive ability.  When cognitive load is high, 
people tend to rely more heavily on heuristic processing (Evans & Stanovich, 2013).  Moreover, 
the inhibition of intuitive reasoning takes cognitive capacity.  When participants are in a high 
cognitive load condition, they are overloading their working memory capacities, thus making it 
less likely for them to engage in analytical thinking and impairing their ability to inhibit intuitive 
responses (Evans & Stanovich, 2013).   
A widely-adopted way to manipulate cognitive load is to require participants to memorize 
a set of numbers throughout an experiment (Hinson, Jameson, & Whitney, 2003; Lee, Amir, & 
Ariely, 2009).  A low cognitive load condition generally requires the memorization of a 3-digit 
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code, whereas a high cognitive load condition requires the memorization of a 6-10-digit code.  
Variations depend on the nature of the experimental task at hand and how taxing researchers 
want to be on participant’s working memory.   Prior research has suggested that a high cognitive 
load can increase participant’s likelihood to rely on intuitive and emotional responses.  In one 
study looking at participant’s preferences of consumer products, participants tended to be more 
consistent in their choices if they were in a high cognitive load condition than in a low cognitive 
load condition, suggesting that people make quick, impulsive decisions when asked to retain 
external information (Lee et al., 2009).   High cognitive loads have also been found to decrease 
the value of delayed monetary rewards, which suggests that a high cognitive load can be 
predictive of impulsive-decision making (Hinson et al., 2003).   
Fixed Time 
Analytical thinking takes time whereas, heuristic processing is a quick automatic 
response that is vulnerable to biases (Evans, 2013). Short response times have been correlated 
with faulty probability judgments and intuitive thinking. In contrast, long response times have 
been correlated with deliberation and consideration of alternative views (Alós-Ferrer, Garagnani, 
& Hügelschäfer, 2016). Previous research has suggested that under time pressure, participants 
tend to opt for heuristic strategies. Moreover, those who initially utilized analytical processing, 
abandoned it, and switched to using heuristic shortcuts (Reverberi, Rusconi, Paulesu, & 
Cherubini, 2009). Thus, enforcing a limit on participant’s response time was predicted to 
interfere with analytical thinking, boost heuristic processing, and increase the truthiness effect. In 
the current study, participants in the fixed response time manipulation were given 4 seconds to 
respond to each claim. The claim disappeared and moved onto the next claim if participants did 
not answer within the given amount of time. Four seconds was chosen after analysis of reaction 
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times for cognitive load and control conditions. Average reaction time for cognitive load was 
approximately 5.5 seconds and average reaction time for control condition was approximately 
5.3 seconds (See Table 3). Therefore, 4 seconds was chosen as a time frame, so participants 
could experience a pressure to respond quickly while also having enough time to read and 
respond to each claim before it disappeared. 
Cognitive Reflection Task 
The Cognitive Reflection Task (CRT) was administered before the experiment began in 
order to see if there was a truthiness effect in those who show a predisposition for heuristic 
thinking.  The Cognitive Reflection Test is used to measure one’s inclination to rely on intuitive 
or analytical thinking (Frederick, 2005).  The test is composed of three problem-solving 
questions that each have an incorrect intuitive answer.  For example, the first question states: A 
bat and a ball cost $1.10.  The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball.  How much does the ball cost? 
The automatic and intuitive answer maybe “10 cents” however, the correct response is “5 cents”.  
The correct answer requires suppression of the impulsive answer that automatically springs to 
mind.  Participants who score low on the CRT are thought to engage in intuitive thinking, 
whereas participants who score high on the CRT are thought to engage in analytical thinking.  In 
application to the current study, it was hypothesized that the truthiness effect would be more 
likely to occur if a participant is actively engaging in intuitive cognitive processing, more so than 
analytical cognitive processing.   
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Method 
Participants 
Participants consisted of 337 Seton Hall University students who volunteered to take part 
in the study.  Credit was assigned to those in undergraduate psychology courses.  For the final 
analysis there were 100 participants in the cognitive load condition, 109 participants in the fixed 
response time condition, and 128 participants in the control group.  
Apparatus 
All stimuli were presented on Lenovo computers using E-Prime 2.0 software.  Students 
were asked to interact with a keyboard connected to the computer.   
Design and Procedure  
The study was a 2 (photograph: yes, no) x 2 (trivia claim: true, false) x 3 (task group: 
cognitive load, time pressure, or control) mixed-subject design.  Photograph and trivia claim 
were manipulated within-participants and task was manipulated between-participants.   
Upon arrival, participants were placed at one of two computers and asked to fill out a 
consent form before they began the study.  Participants first took the Cognitive Reflection Test 
which consisted of three questions.  After completion, they were told that they will see a series of 
claims and that their task will be to decide the truth of each claim by using the yes/no keys on the 
keyboard.  All photographs used in the experiment were non-probative photos corresponding to 
the grammatical subject of each claim and had been used in prior studies (Newman, 2012) or 
were collected from an open source image database. 60 trivia claims appeared individually, in 
large black font against a white background.  Additionally, after every claim was judged, 
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participants were asked, on an additional slide, how confident they were in their answer.  They 
used a scale from 1-4 to answer: 1= Not Confident, 2= A Little Confident, 3= Moderately 
Confident, 4= Very Confident.   
In past studies involving trivia claims, half of the claims presented were true and the 
other half false.  However, the trivia claims themselves were not counterbalanced to be true in 
some cases and false in others.  In the current study, every trivia claim had two versions of itself, 
and were presented between-subjects.  For example, the trivia claim: “Turtles are deaf” had a 
second version claiming, “Turtles can hear.” Counterbalancing the claims ensured that the claims 
themselves did not have an effect on truth judgments.  Since pictures are predicted to influence 
the participant, truthiness should be evident regardless of the claim version being shown.   
The counterbalance of trivia claims, trivia versions, and presence of photograph resulted 
in 12 conditions to which participants were randomly assigned during a session. However, due to 
differences in programming of the studies and the need to establish a baseline from which to 
assign the correct value for time pressure, the cognitive load and control conditions were run 
before the time pressure participants. Within a testing session, the order of trivia claims was 
randomized. 
Participants engaging in the high cognitive load condition were asked to memorize a 6-
digit number throughout the study and to report this number after every 10 claims. Those 
engaging in the fixed response time condition were asked to respond to each claim within 4 
seconds. The control group were not asked to memorize any numbers and could proceed through 
the study in a self-paced manner.  
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Results 
A 2 (photograph: yes, no) x 2 (trivia claim: true, false) x 3 (task group: cognitive load, 
fixed response time, control) ANOVA revealed a main effect of photos; nonprobative photos 
produced truthiness (M = .567, SE = .006), relative to no photos (M = .545, SE = .007), F(1,334) 
= 8.875, (p = .003, 𝜂𝑝2 = .026).  There was also a main effect of truth; true claims increased truth 
rating (M = .627, SE = .007), relative to false claims (M = .485, SE = .007), F(1,334) = 256.19 , 
(p = .000, 𝜂𝑝2 = .434). There was a main effect of task type, F(2, 334)= 6.716, 𝜂𝑝2 = .039. No 
interaction was found between photo and truth, F(1,334) = .129, (p = .719, 𝜂𝑝2 = .000) or photo 
and task manipulation F(2,334) = .401, (p = .670, 𝜂𝑝2 = .002). Furthermore, no interaction was 
found among photo, truth, and manipulation, F(2,334) = 1.979, (p = .140, 𝜂𝑝2 = .012). However, 
a visual inspection of the data revealed that the main effect of photo was not consistent across 
groups (see Figure 3). Post-hoc paired sample t-test revealed that the control group displayed a 
truthiness effect for true photos, t(127) = 3.180, p = .002, d = .28, but not for false photos, t(127) 
= .463, p = .644, d = .04. There was no truthiness effect for high cognitive load group for either 
true t(99) = .533, p = .595, d = .05, or false photos t(99) = 1.551, p = .124, d = .12. Similarly, 
there was no truthiness effect for fixed response time for either true t(108) = .451, p = .653, d = 
.04, or false photos t(108) = 1.332, p = .186, d = .13. Furthermore, correlations were conducted 
between confidence scores and overall truthiness ratings for true claims and false claims. Only 
confidence scores where participants responded “true” to a claim was analyzed. There was a 
significant positive correlation between confidence scores for true claims paired with photos and 
the overall truthiness towards true claims (inclination to respond true towards true claims), 
r(333) = .121, p = .027. No significance was found when confidence ratings concerning true 
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claims that were absent photos was analyzed, r(333) = -.045, p = .416. Two data points were 
excluded from analysis due to recording error of confidence scores.  
 
Figure 3. Truthiness Effect as a Function of Testing Condition. 
Error bars represent standard error. 
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Table 1. 
Means and Standard Error for “True” responses as a function of testing condition, claim 
truth, and photo presence or absence.  
Control    
  M SE 
True 
 
False 
Photo 
No Photo 
Photo 
No Photo 
0.67 
0.62 
0.49 
0.48 
0.015 
0.015 
0.013 
0.015 
High Cognitive Load    
  M       SE 
True 
 
False 
Photo 
No Photo 
Photo 
No Photo 
0.65 
0.64 
0.52 
0.49 
0.019 
0.018 
0.015 
0.016 
Fixed-Time    
  M SE 
True 
 
False 
Photo 
No Photo 
Photo 
No Photo 
0.6 
0.59 
0.48 
0.45 
0.015 
0.016 
0.015 
0.015 
 
Participants bias (c) to say the claim is true was also calculated (Stanislaw & Todorov, 
1999). Visual inspection of groups suggests a truth bias that is more negative for photos than no 
photos, in control group, (c Photo = -0.207, c No photo = 0.128); cognitive load group, (c Photo = -
0.218, c No Photo= -0.167); and fixed time group, (c Photo = -0.102, c No Photo = -0.051), (see Figure 
4).   
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Figure 4. Truth Bias as a Function of Testing Condition 
 
To further investigate how heuristic use affects truthiness ratings, data were split into 
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truthiness effect was boosted by those prone to heuristic thinking. The result of this analysis was 
a significant 3-way interaction among photo, truth, and manipulation. F(2,193) = 3.423, (p = 
.034, 𝜂𝑝2 = .034), which reflected a data pattern consistent with that observed in the analysis of 
the full data set. Similar to the full data set, a paired sample t-test indicated a truthiness effect in 
the control condition for true claims, t(75) = 2.620, p = .011, d = .3, but not for false claims t(75) 
= -.611, p = .543, d = -.07 (see Figure 4, Table 2). There was no truthiness effect during the 
cognitive load manipulation for either true t(53) = -.387, p = .700, d = -.05, or false claims t(53) 
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those who scored a 1 or higher on the CRT. Analysis indicated that there was no truthiness effect 
for true or false claims during cognitive load, fixed time, or control condition. Moreover, 
correlations were conducted between intuitive thinker’s confidence scores and overall truthiness 
ratings for true claims and false claims. Only confidence scores where participants responded 
“true” to a claim was analyzed. There was no correlation between confidence scores for true 
claims paired with photos and the overall truthiness towards true claims, r(193) = .080, p = .269. 
Additionally, no significance was found when confidence ratings concerning true claims that 
were absent photos was analyzed, r(193) = -.072, p =.314. The correlation from the full data set 
remained significant for those participants who scored higher than a 0 on the CRT, r(138)=.172, 
p=.042.  
 
 
Figure 5. Truthiness Effect for Participants who Scored a 0 on the CRT 
Error bars represent standard error 
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 Table 2. 
Means and Standard Error for “True” responses when participants scored a 0 on the 
CRT. 
Control    
  M SE 
True 
 
False 
Photo 
No Photo 
Photo 
No Photo 
0.67 
0.62 
0.49 
0.50 
0.019 
0.018 
0.016 
0.017 
High Cognitive Load    
  M       SE 
True 
 
False 
Photo 
No Photo 
Photo 
No Photo 
0.63 
0.64 
0.53 
0.50 
0.028 
0.027 
0.021 
0.023 
Fixed-Time    
  M SE 
True 
 
False 
Photo 
No Photo 
Photo 
No Photo 
0.59 
0.61 
0.51 
0.49 
0.019 
0.019 
0.018 
0.019 
 
Participants bias (c) to say the claim is true was also calculated (Stanislaw & Todorov, 
1999). Visual inspection of groups suggests a truth bias that is more negative for photos than no 
photos in control group, (c Photo = -0.207, c No Photo = 0.153) and cognitive load group, (c Photo = -
0.204, c No Photo = -0.179). Fixed-time group has similar true biases, (c Photo = -0.126, c No Photo = -
0.127), (see Figure 6).   
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Figure 6. Truth Bias for Intuitive Thinkers 
 
Average reaction times of truth judgments were calculated for each task manipulation. 
All reactions times less than 1 second were excluded from analysis. The control condition 
yielded a mean reaction time of approximately 5.3 seconds when photo was present or absent. 
Average reaction times in high cognitive load condition were approximately 5.5 seconds when 
photo was present and 5.6 seconds when photo was absent. Fixed-time condition resulted in an 
average reaction time of 2.8 seconds when photo was present or absent. Results display that a 
fixed-time condition resulted in faster reaction times than the high cognitive load or control 
condition (see Table 3).  
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Table 3 
Mean reaction time in milliseconds as a function of testing condition and photo presence 
or absence 
Average Reaction Time in 
Milliseconds  
   
  M SD 
Control 
 
High Cognitive Load 
 
Fixed-Time 
Photo 
No Photo 
Photo 
No Photo 
Photo 
No Photo 
5269 
5300 
5492 
5557 
2760 
2769 
3868 
4198 
4188 
4759 
786 
775 
 Note. All reaction times less than 1000 milliseconds were excluded from analysis. 
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Discussion 
Truthiness is a recent area of research that focuses on instinctive judgments of truth.  One 
way of studying truthiness is to observe the influence of photographs.  Past research has shown 
that simply displaying a related photo can impact our evaluation of what is true and what is not 
true (Newman et al., 2012; Fenn et al., 2013; Newman et al., 2015).  It has been hypothesized 
that this effect occurs because photographs can make claims easier to process, while also 
enabling one to retrieve related thoughts and images to mind, which can then be mistaken for 
familiarity and truth (Cardwell et al., 2017; Newman et al., 2012; Fenn et al., 2013; Newman et 
al., 2015; Newman et al., 2016).  These findings are important to be aware of when judging the 
accuracy of everyday claims, especially when making judgments towards claims found in news 
or social media outlets.  In the current study, photos were found to increase the likelihood of 
participants saying yes towards claims but only during a standard test condition. This finding 
contributes more evidence towards the influence photos have on truth rating. However, photos 
only had an influence on truth judgments for true claims. In general, true claims increase the rate 
of true responses. Perhaps there was an additive effect of the claim being true and the claim 
being paired with a relevant photo that may have influenced the truthiness effect to occur for true 
claims more so than false claims.  
 Cognitive load and response time manipulation were two factors that had not been 
investigated in the truthiness literature.  An increase in cognitive load and a limit on response 
time was predicted to influence participants to engage in heuristic processing (Alós-Ferrer et al., 
2016; Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Hinson et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2009; Reverberi et al., 2009), 
thus increasing truth bias towards claims paired with photos more so than those in a control 
condition. Results revealed that only the control group displayed an increase in truth bias when 
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asked to judge true photos. It has been suggested that photos provide context towards the claim 
by enabling one to retrieve related thoughts and images to mind, thus increasing familiarity and 
subsequently a feeling of truth (Cardwell et al., 2017; Newman et al., 2012; Fenn et al., 2013; 
Newman et al., 2015; Newman et al., 2016). Perhaps an increase of cognitive load did not allow 
participants to bring related concepts to mind due to limited cognitive availability. In other 
words, participants who were using up their working memory may have not had the cognitive 
capacity to allow for photos to influence their truth ratings. It is possible that participants may 
have paid less attention to the photos in order to keep the 6-digit number in their head during the 
cognitive load condition. Furthermore, those in the fixed response time condition may have 
ignored the photos due to the heightened pressure to respond to the claim before time ran out. 
These findings suggest that both cognitive load and fixed response time diminished the truthiness 
effect for trivia claims. Only in the control condition were photos found to have an effect on truth 
ratings. Participants prone to heuristic thinking did show a truthiness effect in comparison to 
those who were prone to be analytical thinkers, but only for true claims. This may suggest that an 
inclination for intuitive thinking boosts the effect photos have on truth judgments. However, this 
effect was only found in the control condition. Furthermore, a positive correlation was found 
between confidence scores for true responses towards true claims paired with photos and overall 
truthiness effects for true claims. This suggests that participants were more confident in their 
answer of a claim being true when they were presented with a true claim paired with a related 
photo. This may imply that photos influence on confidence ratings are associated with whether 
the claim is true. True claims bring about a greater sense of confidence in truth judgments when 
a photo was also present. The correlation between true responses to true claims paired with 
photos and truth judgments disappeared when only those who scored a 0 on the CRT were 
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analyzed. The truthiness effect was apparent in intuitive thinkers but displayed no significant 
relation to confidence ratings toward claims. The opposite set of results was found for those who 
scored higher than a 0 on the CRT. This may indicate that truthiness effects are not associated 
with confidence scores in intuitive thinkers and that the photo does not increase confidence in 
those participants more likely to show a truthiness effect.  
Signal detection in all participants visually displayed a higher truth bias when photos 
were present than when photos were absent in all conditions. However, intuitive thinkers only 
visually displayed this difference in the high cognitive load and control condition. The fixed time 
condition resulted in similar biases to say true to a claim, regardless of photo presence, which 
may suggest that the fixed time condition diminished the effect photos have on truth ratings more 
so than the high cognitive load and control condition. Photos may have been ignored more in the 
fixed time condition than the high cognitive load condition. Furthermore, response times for each 
group suggests a lot more variance in the high cognitive load and control group than the fixed 
time group. Large standard deviation indicates that some participants are fast responders whereas 
others are slow responders. Future research could investigate the relationship between response 
time and truthiness. Fixed time condition resulted in a smaller standard deviation. This is likely 
due to the time pressure to respond quickly in the fixed time condition. High cognitive load and 
control groups were both self-paced. This extra time may have allowed for photos to have a 
greater influence on truth judgments and may explain why photos did not influence signal 
detection bias to say true to claims in the fixed time condition. 
In terms of confirmation bias, an increase in cognitive load and fixed reaction times may 
have not allowed for participants to trawl through the photo to search for evidence that the claim 
is true. Thus, the current studies results may highlight on the importance of giving participants 
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adequate time and cognitive availability to be able to look at the photo. However, participants 
may not have been searching the photo for evidence that the claim is true. Another possibility is 
that the photo helps increase the fluency of bringing related thoughts and images to mind.  
Cognitive load and fixed time response have been previously used as a way to increase fluency 
effects (Alós-Ferrer et al., 2016; Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Hinson et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2009; 
Reverberi et al., 2009). However, the current results suggest that these two mechanisms 
diminished the truthiness effect. This may indicate that either fluency is not a factor involved in 
truthiness or that the cognitive load and fixed time manipulations used to increase fluency and 
heuristic processing may not apply to the truthiness effect. Other ways to increase fluency by 
ways of making it easier to bring related thoughts and images to mind may yield better results 
than the two manipulations used in this study (cognitive load and fixed response time). Overall, 
it is still unclear what heuristic mechanism is driving the truthiness effect. Cognitive load and 
fixed time have previously been found to increase intuitive thinking, however regarding 
truthiness, the manipulations may have blocked the process of trawling through photos to look 
for evidence that the claim is true, as well as blocked the ability to bring related thoughts and 
images to mind.  
Further investigation into factors that have been previously shown to help bring related 
thoughts and images to mind should be considered. Future research may include a repeated 
measures study, which has been previously found to increase the truthiness effect (Fenn, et al., 
2013). Participants may be inclined to believe the claim is true based solely on the familiarity of 
the photo, instead of the factual integrity of the claim. Moreover, using photos that induce 
emotional feelings may increase the likelihood of believing the claim is true. For example, using 
photos of cute animals may influence an individual to look at the claim in a positive light, 
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therefore increasing the probability of believing the claim is true. Using photos that are relevant 
to today’s society may also have a bigger effect on truth rating than using photos related to 
random trivia facts. For example, using photos that are related to facts involving school, politics, 
or popular media items may catch participant’s attention and allow them to more readily bring 
related thoughts and images to mind. Lastly, perhaps using more than one photo or instructing 
participants to purposely think of related images may increase truthiness towards claims paired 
with photos.  
A number of limitations should be considered in regard to this study. First, participants in 
this study were undergraduate college students, thus caution should be used when generalizing 
these findings to the public (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). There also may be some 
confounding variables involved with the Cognitive Reflection Task. Participants may have come 
across the questions in the past, thus their answers would not be indicative of analytical thinking, 
only accurate recall. Future research may include an additional question that asks the participant 
if they have previously come across any of the questions presented in the CRT. Moreover, many 
participants showed their work on the CRT but still got the question wrong. The display of work 
may suggest the use of analytical thinking. However, these individuals were considered as 
intuitive thinkers because their response was inaccurate. Future analysis may consider assessing 
for any type of analytical reasoning, even if the final response was incorrect.  Lastly, two 
possible factors within the study may have altered participants way of thinking. First, the CRT is 
composed of possible thought-provoking questions that may have primed participants to engage 
in an analytical midframe, which in turn, could have worked against the task manipulations 
which were set in place to increase intuitive thinking (Alós-Ferrer et al., 2016; Frederick, 2005). 
A way to possibly counter this effect is to counterbalance when the CRT is presented so that half 
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the time participants take the CRT after completing the experiment. Second, the presentation of 
confidence scores after every claim may have also encouraged participants to engage in an 
analytical frame of mine which could have potentially decreased their reliance on using 
heuristics during truth judgments.   
Conclusion 
 In summary, photos increase truth ratings for true claims during the control condition. In 
contrast manipulations of cognitive load and fixed time response decreased the truthiness effect 
for both true and false claims. The two manipulations have previously been found to increase 
fluency and heuristic thinking (Alós-Ferrer et al.,2016; Evans & Stanovich, 2013), therefore it 
was suggested that they would increases the influence of photos on truth judgments. The lack of 
significant results may suggest that fluency is not the sole factor involved in truthiness or that the 
manipulations used in the study were not sufficient enough for increasing heuristic thinking. 
Future research is needed to discover which factors will boost truth judgments for both true and 
false claims. 
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